
1. Introduction
Since their discovery, terrestrial gamma-ray flashs (TGFs) have been associated with lightning and thunder-
storms (Fishman et al., 1994). Observations show that TGFs observed from space are produced by intracloud 
lightning (Dwyer & Smith, 2005; Lu et al., 2010), with the source altitudes of two TGFs measured at ∼12 km 
(Cummer et al., 2014). Electrons are accelerated to relativistic energies in strong electric fields, either within 
large-scale fields of thunderstorms (Dwyer, 2008) or within high-field regions at the tips of lightning leaders 
(Carlson et al., 2010; Celestin & Pasko, 2011). Gamma rays are produced by bremsstrahlung when the relativistic 
electrons pass near atomic nuclei. Key questions in TGF science are whether particular types of lightning (more 
specific than intracloud) or thunderstorms are more likely to produce TGFs. Several investigations have found 
TGFs to be produced by a variety of thunderstorms ranging in convective strengths, with a preference for strong 
convection and updrafts. A preference for cold and high cloud tops has also been found (Chronis et al., 2015; 
Roberts et al., 2017; Splitt et al., 2010; Tiberia et al., 2021; Ursi et al., 2019).

2. Observations
Based on the high lightning activity during the December 2021 through January 2022 eruption of the Hunga 
Tonga–Hunga Ha'apai volcano (Yuen et al., 2022), we searched for TGFs when the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst 
Monitor (GBM) was within range. As is typical of space-based gamma-ray instruments (Cohen et  al.,  2010; 
Gjesteland et al., 2011), GBM can only detect TGFs when the source is within ∼800 km of the sub-satellite point 
(Briggs et al., 2013; Connaughton et al., 2013) (also Figure A1 of Appendix A). Past ∼300 km, a gamma-ray 
instrument in low-Earth orbit detects TGF photons scattered out of the main TGF beam by Compton scattering 
(Østgaard et al., 2008). Past ∼800 km offset, atmospheric attenuation and the amount of scattering required to 
divert photons to the observing instrument render TGFs undetectable.

Abstract The Hunga Tonga–Hunga Ha'apai submarine volcano recently resumed activity. Violent eruptions 
on 14th and 15th January 2022 launched a tall ash plume that produced extremely high lightning rates. Here 
we report a terrestrial gamma-ray flash (TGF) that was produced by the volcanic lightning and observed from 
space by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM). Observations by radio lightning networks and especially 
by the Geostationary Lightning Mapper show that the only lightning close enough to produce a TGF detectable 
by Fermi GBM was from the volcano's plume. With the observing duration of Fermi, observing a single TGF 
is consistent with the hypothesis that the volcanic lightning of this eruption produced TGFs at the average rate 
of thunderstorm lightning. The observation of a strong TGF from space also indicates that the electric field was 
oriented so as to accelerate electrons upward.

Plain Language Summary Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) are short, intense flashes 
of gamma-ray that are associated with lightning. Until now these flashes have only been associated with 
thunderstorms. High electric fields in thunderstorms accelerate electrons, which then produce gamma-rays that 
are observed by space-based detectors. On 14th and 15th January 2022 violent eruptions of the Hunga Tonga–
Hunga Ha'apai volcano produced extremely high lightning rates. NASA's Fermi Gamma-ray Burst monitor 
detected a TGF from this lightning, showing that volcanic lightning can also produce TGFs. Any storm with 
electric fields strong enough to accelerate electrons to high energies is able to produce gamma-ray flashes.
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Lightning can be detected at long range by their radio emissions. Figure 1 shows the volcanic lightning rate 
based on VLF radio detections by the World Wide Lightning Network (WWLLN) (Hutchins et al., 2012) for 
a portion of 15th January and also the times of orbital passes during which GBM was within range. A TGF is 
detected at 08:52:40 UT using the standard GBM criteria (Briggs et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2018). Maps of the 
WWLLN lightning localizations within ±60 s of the TGF are shown in Figure 2. Also shown are the two closest 
in time optical detections of lightning by the Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) on GOES-17 (Rudlosky 
et al., 2019). While GLM missed most of the volcanic lightning due to the opacity of the ash plume, it does not 
suffer deadtime due to high lightning rates, so that GLM remains highly efficient at detecting thunderstorm light-
ning. As the only lightning within the TGF-detection range of Fermi GBM originates from the Hunga Tonga–
Hunga Ha'apai volcano plume, we conclude that the TGF was produced by volcanic lightning.

Figure 3 shows a time history of gamma-rays detected by the two GBM Bismuth Germanate (BGO) detectors 
(Meegan et al., 2009). Fermi was oriented to give BGO 1 much better exposure to the volcano than BGO 0. BGO 
1 detected more gamma-rays than BGO 0 which is consistent with the TGF originating from the direction of the 
volcano. The photons are low energy for a TGF; the maximum photon energy is only 970 keV. This spectrum 
is characteristic of a TGF source at a large offset, with the photon energies decreased due to multiple Compton 
scatterings. Figure 1 of Mailyan et al. (2016) shows that TGFs observed at low offsets have maximum energies 

Figure 1. The blue histogram shows the rate of lightning detected by World Wide Lightning Network within 400 km radius 
of the Hunga Tonga–Hunga Ha'apai volcano. The gray bars indicate times when Fermi was within 1,000 km of the volcano 
and the red line indicates the time of the terrestrial gamma-ray flash detection.

Figure 2. Green points designate lightning radio signals (sferics) detected by World Wide Lightning Network within 
±1 min of the terrestrial gamma-ray flash (TGF). The magenta points denote the two closest in time optical detections by 
Geostationary Lightning Mapper. Left: A map of lightning activity within the observing range of Fermi Gamma-ray Burst 
Monitor (GBM). The red cross denotes the sub-satellite point of Fermi at the time of the TGF. The inner red circle has a 
radius of 300 km around the sub-satellite point, and the outer circle has a radius of 800 km, the approximate limit of TGF 
detectability for Fermi GBM. Right: Closeup of the volcanic lightning. The black cross denotes the location of Hunga Tonga–
Hunga Ha'apai volcano.
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of 10–40 MeV, while a TGF at 475 km offset reached only 3 MeV. The spectrum for this TGF is consistent with 
Figure 1, which shows the closest WWLLN localization at an offset of 719 km from the Fermi sub-satellite point. 
Only 1.9% of GBM TGFs are detected at larger offsets (see Figure A1).

Both WWLLN and Earth Networks Total Lightning Network (ENTLN) report the closest sferic in time as 1.28 s 
after the TGF (the measurements are consistent with being the same sferic). The closest sferics in the GLD360 
data set are 11 ms before and 29 ms after the TGF. The two closest in time optical detections by GLM are 210 s 
before and 237 s after the TGF. These time differences are corrected 3 ms for the light travel time to Fermi, located 
at 177.81°E, 23.56°S and 534.4 km altitude at the time of the TGF. The procedure developed for GBM TGFs and 
WWLLN sferics (Roberts et al., 2018) is to consider TGFs and sferics within ±200 μs to be simultaneous and, 
as such, very likely physically related. WWLLN sferics within ±3.5 ms of a TGF are considered associated with 
the TGF, perhaps arising from a different lightning step than the simultaneous one. For the ±3.5 ms window, the 
typical probability of a false association due to unrelated lightning is ∼0.1%. When the ambient lightning rate is 
very high the false association rate can be ∼1%. The observed sferics are well outside of the standard association 
window and so cannot be confidently connected to the TGF, especially considering the extremely high lightning 
rate from the eruption. With regular thunderstorms, with this procedure associations between GBM TGFs and 
WWLLN are only found 1/3 of the time (Roberts et al., 2018). The radio-based lightning networks very likely 
experienced high deadtimes due to the extremely high lightning rates from the eruption, so it is more likely that 
the sferic associated with the TGF was missed. The optical flash of the lightning that produced the TGF is very 
likely obscured to GLM by the ash plume.

3. Analysis
We estimated how many TGFs Fermi GBM should have detected if the volcanic lightning produced TGFs at the 
same rate as thunderstorm lightning. Briggs et al. (2013) estimated the fraction of lightning flashes that produce 
TGFs above the detection threshold of GBM. The 2013 GBM TGF sample was compared to the High Resolution 
Annualized Climatology gridded database of the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS). As GBM's TGF detection 
efficiency decreases with distance from the sub-satellite point, an empirical detection efficiency curve was used 
to weight the LIS lightning within range of Fermi. The result of this analysis shows that approximately 1 of every 
2600 LIS lightning flashes produces a TGF detectable by Fermi GBM.

To go in the reverse direction, that is, to estimate the expected number of Fermi GBM TGF detections from 
the observed number of lightning flashes, we need continuous observations of the volcanic lightning from an 
instrument with a detection efficiency comparable to LIS. Rudlosky et al. (2017) compared the relative detection 
efficiencies of GLD360 and LIS and found that the detection efficiency of GLD360 improved from 2012 to 2014, 
and that in 2014, GLD360 generally had relative detection efficiencies greater than 40%, with some areas exceed-
ing 60%. Typically the relative detection efficiency of GLD360 is higher over ocean compared to land. While the 
regional variations and improving trend make the precise relative detection efficiency of GLD360 to LIS for the 
Pacific in 2022 uncertain, it is likely high. We therefore use the GLD360 data to estimate how many GBM TGF 
detections are expected from the volcanic lightning, assuming volcanic lightning produces TGFs at the same rate 
as thunderstorm lightning. We assume that all sferics localized to within 400 km of Hunga Tonga–Hunga Ha'apai 
were produced by volcanic lightning. For consistency with the derivation of the TGF/lightning production value 

Figure 3. Particles detected by the two Gamma-ray Burst Monitor Bismuth Germanate (BGO) detectors over 5 ms. An 
automated analysis selects a 0.4 ms interval for the terrestrial gamma-ray flash (TGF) starting at 08:52:40.011500 UTC 
(t = 0). Photons within this interval belong to the TGF and are shown with colored symbols, red for BGO 0 and blue for BGO 
1. The counts outside of this interval are mostly background; perhaps two immediately before t = 0 are part of the TGF.
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of 𝐴𝐴
1

2600
 , the detection efficiency curve of Briggs et al. (2013) is used. For the orbital passes of Fermi on 14th and 

15th January 2022, 877 volcanic sferics are found within 300 km of Fermi, and 17,444 within 800 km. Weighting 
by the detection efficiency as a function of offset and the TGF production fraction 𝐴𝐴

1

2600
 , a prediction of 1.8 TGFs 

is found.

There are uncertainties in this estimate: the TGF/lightning efficiency for thunderstorms varies geographically, the 
TGF/lightning ratio has been calculated for all lightning, while space-observed TGFs are produced by intraclould 
lightning, and the lightning datasets differ between Briggs et al. (2013) and this calculation. Allowing for these 
uncertainties, the estimate is still useful to show that the TGF production rate from the volcanic lightning of 
Hunga Tonga–Hunga Ha'apai is consistent with the average TGF production rate of thunderstorms.

4. Interpretation
There are two possibilities for the accelerated charged particles that produced the observed gamma rays, and thus 
the orientation of the dipole that accelerated the charged particles. The first is a conventional upward-directed 
TGF, in which electrons are accelerated upward from a lower negatively charged region to an upper positively 
charged region. The second is a downward-directed TGF, in which electrons are accelerated downward from an 
upper negatively charged region to a lower positively charged region. In this case, the GBM observation would 
be of gamma rays produced by the reverse positron beam. Positron beams have been observed from below an 
upward-directed TGFs (Bowers et al., 2018) and from space from a downward-directed TGF (Pu et al., 2020). 
The reverse positron beam is expected to be ∼100 times weaker than the electron beam, reducing its detectability. 
Partially improving the detectability, the average gamma-ray energy is higher and the beam narrower (Ortberg 
et al., 2020). The positron-beam TGF detected by Fermi GBM is consistent with these predictions: The TGF was 
at the detection threshold of GBM, had a high-energy gamma ray (>10 MeV) and was observed at the low offset 
of 117 km (Pu et al., 2020). The TGF from the volcanic lightning was at the very large offset of ∼700 km and 
had a spectrum consistent with gamma rays Compton scattered from the primary beam. It is implausible that the 
an already weak positron-beam TGF would be detectable to GBM outside of the beam, via Compton scattered 
photons. We therefore conclude that the TGF is a typical upward-directed TGF, indicating that the electrons were 
accelerated by a dipole configuration of positive above negative charge, which is different from some charge 
structures observed in weaker eruptions (Behnke et al., 2014).

To our knowledge, this is the first TGF detected from volcanic lightning. Charge separation to create electric 
fields in thunderstorms is thought to occur by convection and the collisions of soft hail (graupel) and ice crys-
tals (Saunders,  2008). Volcanic plumes can electrify through ash charging mechanisms, fracturing and colli-
sions (friction), and also from grauple-ice collisions as in regular thunderstorms (Behnke et al., 2014; Cimarelli 
& Genareau,  2022). As a submarine volcano, the plume of Hunga Tonga–Hunga Ha'apai likely had a large 
amount of entrained water (Yuen et al., 2022), so that water-based mechanisms likely dominated the electrifica-
tion process. High lightning rates are observed in volcanic plumes when the plumes reach altitudes that are cold 
enough for ice formation; also higher plumes correlate with stronger updrafts which increase electrification in 
regular thunderstorms (Behnke et al., 2012; Van Eaton et al., 2022). Based on the number of lightning flashes 
detected by GLD360 when Fermi GBM was within range, and assuming that the TGF production efficiency 
from the volcanic lightning is the same as thunderstorm lightning, we estimate that GBM should have detected 
∼2 TGFs during the very high lightning rates of the 14–15 January 2022 eruption. The observation of a single 
TGF from the Hunga Tonga–Hunga Ha'apai erruption is fully consistent with this estimate, suggesting that the 
volcanic plume produced TGFs in a manner similar to that of ordinary thunderstorms. The observation of a TGF 
from volcanic lightning extends the observations that a variety of thunderstorms can produce TGFs, showing that 
as long as a storm is able to produce electrification sufficient to accelerate electrons to relativistic energies, it can 
produce TGFs.

Appendix A: TGF Detection Efficiency With Distance From Fermi
Figure 8 of Briggs et al. (2013) shows the distribution of Gamma-ray Burst Monitor terrestrial gamma-ray flash 
(GBM TGF) distances from the Fermi sub-satellite point, using the sample of 141 TGFs with World Wide Light-
ning Network (WWLLN) associations available at the time. TGFs with WWLLN associations are used because 
WWLLN provides locations of ∼20 km accuracy, while Fermi GBM is unable to localize TGFs. The online 
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Fermi GBM TGF catalog, https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/gbm/tgf/ (Roberts et al., 2018), provides a 
sample of 1544 GBM TGFs with WWLLN associations, so we repeat that analysis to determine the TGF offset 
distribution with better statistics: Figure A1a.

The paucity of TGFs at small offsets in Figure A1a is because there is very little Earth area being observed at 
these radii. Figure A1b shows the curve normalized by the observed area of the Earth (Gjesteland et al., 2011; 
Roberts et al., 2018), which better displays TGF intrinsic properties. Up to ∼250 km, TGFs are observed within 
their primary beam and the detection rate is high. Past this offset, gamma-rays reach GBM by being Compton 
scattered out of the primary beam. The TGFs appear fainter and the detection rate falls as the offset becomes 
larger.

Data Availability Statement
Fermi-Gamma-ray Burst Monitor data (Fermi GBM Team,  2022) are available at https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.
gov/ssc/data/access/gbm/. These data are available under NASA's open data policy. Geostationary Lightning 
Mapper (GLM) data (GLM Team, 2022) are available as GOES-R Series GLM L2 + Data Product (GRGLM-
PROD) from https://www.avl.class.noaa.gov/saa/products/search?datatype_family=GRGLMPROD. These 
data are available under NOAA's open data policy. The World Wide Lightning Network (WWLLN) data used 
in this paper are posted on a Zenodo repository (Briggs et  al.,  2022), available under Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International License. The GLD360 data used in this paper are available for research use from 
Vaisala (Vaisala, 2022) upon request and signing a data usage agreement, and are not accessible to the public or 
research community. Researchers may contact Vaisala at https://www.vaisala.com/en/lp/contact-us-lightning-
solutions to arrange research use of GLD360 data (Vaisala, 2022). The single Earth Networks Total Lightning 
Network (ENTLN) sferic cited in this paper is identical to WWLLN sferic #46 in the WWLLN list available 
in the Zenodo data set (see above). The ENTLN data used in this are available for research use from Earth 
Networks (Earth Networks, 2022) upon request and signing a data usage agreement, and are not accessible to 
the public or research community. Researchers may contact ENTLN at customercare@earthnetworks.com to 
arrange research use of ENTLN data.
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